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The functlon of tonal accents in Scandinavian dial-ects

According to the traditional phonologlcal view there is an opposiLion of

two tonal accents - acute accent (accent 1) and grave accent (accent 2) -

in the majority of the Swedish and Norwegian dialects and afso in some

Danish dialects, The primary phonetic difference between the accents is

found in the torral- curve (fundament,al frequency curve) of the syllable

sequence carryÍng the accents; hence the term I'tonal- accent". The tonal

curves of the accents show, however, great interdialectal variations. The

constant feature is that in every sing'l s dial-ect there is an opposition of

two accents, independently of the actual manifestations of the difference

[VtalmUerg 1959). The phonemic status of the accents j-s based on a number

of minimal pairsn mainly disyJ,Iabic words stressed on the first syllable,

the only distirrctive factor being the accent characterlzing the syllable

sequenoer e.g. Sw. á n d e n ("the duck"] - à n u e n ["the ghost";+r'. This

distinctive function of the tonal accent coul-d be said to be of l-imited

communicative importance. This depends upon the fact that the two words of

a minimal pair (in Swedish as few as 350 pairs, Elert 19?1) do not normally

appear in the same context, and that one of the words is rather unusual as

a rufe. That the accentual- distinction is dispensable ís shown by the fact

that in those dialects where it is missing¡ Ê.9. some Swedish dialects in

Finland, the absance of the distinction wiff hardly cause any difficulties

for intelligibility (wial-mbers 1966J.

The symboL ' over the stressed vourel 1s used to designale the acute accent
and 'is used to designate the grave accent.
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AJ-though the tonal accent is not necessary from a communicative view-

point, it may be of help in a morphological identification of phoneme se-

quences (ftert 1g7O). The typical featul'e of the grave accent Ís that it

presupposes and characterizes at l-east two syllabfes. When perceiving the

tonal pattern characteristíc of the grave accent of a first syllable, this

indicates to you - if your are a speaker of the actual- dial-ect - that there

will follow at least one further syllablq belonging to the same word as

the first. This function of the grave accent is cal-fed connective (flert

197A, Malmberg 1966). Thus the grave accent signals connection between

syllables within the same word. This connective (or constructive) function

of the grave accent may be regarded as the most important, as it possesses

communicative relevancy in every utterance (elert 1970). The acute accent

on the other hand does not give any information about further syllables

after the stressed sylJ-able. Further syJ-lables may follow, but this is not

necessary. Any syllables that follow the acutely accentuated sylÌable can

belong to t.he same word but may also begin another word. The acute accent

is therefore call-ed isolatinq (ualmberg 1966)

The phonologlcal status of the tonal accents

ft is often onJ-y grave accent that is regarded as a true tonal accent.

Acute accent is identi-fied with stress. Any occurrence of grave accent

presupposes stress, and grave accent has been described as stress plus a

tonal feature modifying the tonal pattern characteristic of stress (=

acute accentJ and as a result giving another, usualJ-y more compl-ex tonal

pattern typical of Lhe grave accent (Haugen and Joos 1952, Haugen 196?).

This way of l-ooking at the matter is identical to regarding the acute

accent as the unmarked member and the grave accent as the,marked member of

the accentual opposition. Other reasons have been proposed in describing
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the acute accent as the unmarked accent as against the grave accent. It

has been pointed out that the grave accent has a restricted distribution.

It is neutralised j-n monosyllabic and final- stressed words and al-so in the

so-cafled secondary stress position of compound words (Malmberg 1966'

Haugen 196?, Lindau 19lO). During the l-ast years, under the influence of

generative phonology, tlre question of the predictability of the tonal

aocents has come into focus, and their phonemic status has been questioned

(ötrman 1966, Haugen 196?, Lindau 1g?A, Elert 1g?1, Linell 1972). In many

cases acute and grave accent are shown ts be predictable by general rules,

taking into consideration both phonological and other grammatical infor-

mation. Hence they are superfluous in an underl-ying phonological form and

may be dispensed with as phonemes. From thi-s point of view the minimal

pairs are fictitious, as one hardly finds any single pair, where the mem-

bers have the same morphemic structure fftert 1966' Haugen 1967). In a

typica1pair1ike5*.@_àndentheacutelyaccentuatedword

form consists of a monosyllabic stem'and' plus the definite article,

while the correspondlng gravely accentuated word form is a disyllabic stem

'ande'plus the definite article. If the definite final articl-e in the

underlying form ís posiulated to be only consonantal /n/, we have in the

above mentioned type pairs a difference in the number of vowefs (= syl-

labtesJ, which öhman interprets as decisive of the tonal accent: "De

grava och akuta tonernas funktion är huvudsaklì-gan den att återspegla hu-

ruvida stammen + närmaste fl-exionsändelse är en mång- resp. envokalisk

enhet" ( ötrman 1966l'?? ) .

The dependence of tonal accent B!-!19-P9:!:!gllq-:yllgÞ19
== =========== =-====== ==== ======== === === ====== = = = === = = = == =

Rischel ( tSO:) tras emphasized the importance of the post-tonic syi-lable

for the tonal accent in a word form. Hj-s observations concerning East Nor-
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wegian seem to be applicabl-e to the corresponding cases in other Scandi-

navj-an dial-ects as wel-l. According to Rischel it is of limited val-ue to

use the term rword tonesr fot' the tonaL accents. The tonal- accent is not

necessarily associated with the word as an indjvisible unit. A l-exical

word may have different accents depending upon the infl-ectional endi-ng,

e. g. Sw. s i t t a ("to sit"J with grave accent, sítter ( "sits" J

with acute accent. fn compounds the el-ements often lose thej-r tonal-

characteristics¡ Ê.g. Sw. m á t ("food") + s á I ("room"] =màtsal
("dining-room"). nisctrel- shows that in nen-compound words it is not always

enough to identify the root or the stem of a word form and not necessary

to take into account al-l the morphs of a word form to determine the tona]

accent of that word form. The important thing is that the tonal accent is
predictable, if the morph occupying the post-tonic syl-rabl-e is known. A

moncsyllabic stemr e.9. sw. b a c kf'footbarl back"J can be said to be

neutral- with respect to the tonal accent, although monosyll-abic words have

the acute accent: in inflected forms the tonal accent may be shifted de-

pending on whether the post-tonic syllable contains a "tone-brearj-ng"
-D. _4suffix ['J, i.e. causing accent shift, or not ('). For examp]-e sw. b a c k

+ def art = b á c k e n will have acute accent ,whiJ-ebact+2 pJ-ur =

bàckar wil-l-have grave accent. Suffixes added to the post-tonic

syllab1e cannot affect the accent in the word formr e.g. Sw. b a c k +

¿_p_Lur +

1

1 def art = b à c k a r n a. The tonal- accent of a d isyllabic stem

with the stress on the first sy11abler e.g. sw. b a c k e ("slope") (grave

accent) is already determined by the fact that the post-tonic syllable is

l-ocated to the stem. Any inflectionaL suffixes in this case wil-l not be

able to affect the tonal accent e.g. Sw. b a c k e + ldef art =

bàcken ,backe+
21*plur +'def art = b à c k a r n a. The impor,tance

of the post-tonic syllable being l-ocated to the stem or not is further em-



phasized by the following example: !-9-n = ("to polish", di-syllabic stem),

b o l,,nest,,)*1pl-rr + ldef art = b ó n a. I wilL return below to the dis-

cussion about the role of the post-tonic syJ-lable in connection with an

analysls of factors determining the choice of tonal- accent in compound

stressed words in the Mal-mö dialect.

The
=g3rEg::=gI=!!g=E:I5

The present work wlll treat the distribution of the tonal accent in the

South Swedish dialect of the city of Mal-mö in compounds and other words

having the same stress pattern as compounds. The dlstributj-on of the tonal

accent in words not havlng compound stress will only be treated in outlj-ne.

Thls type of word seems to be governed - on the whol-e - by the same tonal-

accent rules in the Malmö dialect as in Standard Swedish (ftert 1971,

Linelf 19?2) and many other Swedish dialects as well. With regard to words

having compound stress we can point at several- interesting differences

concerning the distribution of the tonal- accent. The aim is to investigate

the predictabiJ-ity of tonal accent 1 and tonal accent 2 and try to give

rules for the occurrence of these accents. Furthermore f wilf analyse the

factors determi-ning the tonal accent in compound stressed words. Is it

only a question of phonotogically determining factors, or coul-d we find

cases using other grammatical information? In this connection j-t is of I

interest to point to differences and correspondences between the Malmö and

other Scandinavian díalects and on the whole try to contribute towards

completing the picture of the functj-on of the Scandinavian tonal accents.

Finally I will join the discusslon about cyclical- or non-cycl-ical- rules in

phonology. The necessity and suitability of cycÌical application for the

prosodic rules of Standard Swedish has been questioned. I will- discuss the
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consequences of cyclical-ity fcrr the tonal accent rul-es in the actuaf 9outh

Swedi-sh dialect. Phonetic aspects on the tonal accent question wil-1 not be

dealt with in this study (for phonetic studies of South Swedish diaLects

see Mafmberg 1953, Malmberg 1955, Malmberg 1959, Hadding-Koch 1961, Hadding-

Koch 1962, Gårding 1g?O, Johansson 1g?o, Gårding and Lindbrad 19?3).

Comoound stress
__-L-----

In the following discussion I assume that one syllabl-e in every ROOT and

in stressabLe AFFIXES will be assigned stress by ruIes, the form and pre-

dictions of which I will not deaf with here (see LineJ-I 1972! ) Out pre-

suppose in every single case, Compounds and certain derivatives (see belowJ

wil-l hereby receive stress on at least two syllabl-es. The stress patterns

of these words will, however, not be finally determined by these stress

rul_es. T also assume the existence of deaccentuation rufes, which will

bring about that one stressed sytlable in - for example - a compound wil-l

dominate (tineJ-t 19?2). The syllables having been deaccentuated in this way

are, however, not regarded on a par with unstressed syllables. The de-

accentuated syJ-lables have certain features ln common with the stressed

syllables not present in the unstressed syllables¡ e.9. potential oppo-

sition of quantity and absence of strong vowel- reduction, but they dì-ffer

from the stressed syllables by the neutralisation of the tonal- accent

opposition. The stress rules and the deaccentuation rul-es determj-ne the

canonlcal- farm of the words Itine]l 19?1), where we can distinguish three

types of sy11ab1e with reference to the degree of stress: stressed [') -

so-called main stress -r deaccentuated (, ) - =o-cal-led secondary stress

and unstressed. I disregard here the effects of phrase accent and rhythm

rul-es, which can change the promlnence patterns of the canonical- forms.

In this study I will primarily treat the occurrence of tonal- accent in

words having what is calfed compound stress. The characteristic feature
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of this type of construction is that it wil-l- have dominance to the left [Li-
nell 19?1) after the application of the deaccentuation rul-es, i.e. the main

stressed syllable wil-l occur in the first el-ement of the compound. The other

stressabl-e syllables rtui-l-l- have secondary stress. In the canonical form

there is no c.liffererrce betweertthe deaccentuated syllables, so that we can

distinguislr there between strong secortdary stress on the last stressable

syllable and weaker degrees of stress, whlch will- result after the appli-

cation of, rhythm rul-es, Compound stress is by far the most cornmon kind of

stress pattern in worcis having (ab ieastJ two stressal:]-e syllalrius, e.g.

tm a t sal

L a n d s tk r o n a

[ "dining-room" J ,

I c j-ty name ) ,

'r å d.h u s .t o r

s y d 'v ä s t

L a r s - rG u n n a r

[ "town hall square" J.

(rirst name) as

The i mprrrLani.. thing is to distingt;ish compound stressr:d wcrrrls from words

releiving so-call-ed l-exical phrase strt,rss Idorni-nirnce ts tl-le right], i.e.

the only stressed syllable that is left wifl be found in the last element

of the compound, while the rest of the stressed syJ-1ahrles will be deaccen-

tuated ILinelJ. 19?1). To this category beJ-ong the above mentioned ]-exica-

l-ised l-exical- phrases, e.g. ,h å l- I i 'g å n g ("non-stop party"). Some

compounded place and personal names are accentuated this way too, e.g

wefl- as some other kindsr e.g.,s j u t t i o'f e m ("seventy-five"J, j-.e

the case where thr:se lexj-cal phrase stressed constructions in thejr turn

make up an e¡l-ernent of a compound, will the resul-ti-r'rg compound have ]eft

clomi-nance¡ €,g.r th å l- I i 'g å n g ,b r u cJ ("gcr-go-girl ")-)r;

compounderl nlrmerals gr:nerally,

, håf

( "Scrurth West" ) r:tc , Only in

L

L

L
Ii

L.

t:lngñ ri

L = Lexi-cal- cai:eigory'; L-P = Lexical phrase categrrry.
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Arnorrg derivatives with compound stress we find on the one hand those

having stressabLe prefixes and suffixes and a stressed stem at the same

time,e.g.'ålder
--.d o m ("old age")r,h y p e r ,f a r I i S

("hyper-dangerous"), and on the other hand words having non-stressable

affixes, but where the stem is compounded containing at least two stress-
able syllables, e.g. ri n ng ( "consecratj-on" J. Consrquently,v i g n i

within this group are not incl-uded deri-vatives with stressable suffixes
depriving the first el-ement of its stress, e.g. ,b r y g g e ,r i
("br'ewery"), ,v ä'n i n n a (nfemale friend',), These words will- receive

lexical phrase stress like the l_exicaLised lexj_cal phrases. Lerxical_ phrase

stressed compounds and derivatives and also derivatives havi¡g only one

stressabl-e syllable are treated together with the simple words as for the

assignment of tonal- accent. The so-called formaf compounds r e.9
t- r,b e t e ("work"), rä v e n ,t y r ("adventure" J trave, in spite of
the fact that they can be regarded as consisting of only one morpheme, two

stressed syllables and wi-rl receive compound stress.

The common denominator of the constructions that are the object of our

present study is consequently that they are words having two stressable

syllables within their domain and receivlng compound stress, whether they

are compounds, derlvatives or formal compounds. When it is necessary to

taLk about these constructions as a unit, they are caLl_ed con¡pound

stressed words . Relevant information for the grave accent rul_e for com-

pound stressed words, which will- be discussed beLow, ís, among sther
things, that there must be two stressed syllables within its domain. The

deaccentuation rule gJ-ving J-eft dominance to a construction and thereby

destressing alJ stressed syJ-labj-es except that sf the first element may

therefore be assumed to be ordered after the grave accent rule I see

below). By ordering the l-exical- phrase stress rul-e before the grave accent

rule we wil-1 avoid appJ-ying the grave accent rule to the l-exical_ised
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Lexical phrases and other words with l-exicaì- phrase stress. Thus at the

point where the grave accent rul-e will- be applied, cornpound stressed words

have the following structural condition: ( [+ stress] . . [+ stress]. . )L L

I!g=9 ge:r9:ry:=:I=$lei=ggg:!!=!!= g:!:!tI!:!!=:IM!!I:

Before penetrating the rul,es governing the accentuation in compound

stressed words in the investigated South Swedish dialect, it might be appro-

prlate to show how the consLituent structure of the words may in certain

cases determine the choice of tonal accent. Considering a word fike

järndörrl-åsit may receive different accents, depending upon how

it is interpreted to be compounded. One lnterpretationis.iärn-dör r-
I å s ("door-lock of iron") and the other is j ä r n d ö r r - I å s

[ "]-ock for iron doors" J. The structural- dj-fference may be ilfustrated by

the fol,l-owing tree-diagram shr:wing the constituent structure of the words:

Ir) (z)L L

L

dörrarnJ

t L

I

a5I

,/\ ,/\.L

I

L

I

L

I I
o1ås Jarn d TT

The first compaund will be assi-gned acute accent, while the second will

have grave accent. tn case (1) i ä r n has acute accent before belng com-

pounded withdörrlå s, while i ärn dörrincase (ZJ hasgrave

accent before being compounded wj-th 1 å s. Having these examples as a

starting-point one might guess that the tonal accent of the left hand ele-

ment before being compounded with the right hand element is not irrel-evant

to the resultJ-ng tonal accent of the compound stressed word. It is eviden-

t1y a general fact that words havì-ng the same constj-tuent structure as ( t )

will receive acute accent, and words having the same structure as (Z) will

have grave accent provided they meet further conditions that wil-l- be
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specified below.

If we consider the comPoun

acute accent. Now, what gives

d iärn-dörr ("iron door" ) separately,

its grave accent, whereas

we will- find that it has grave accent, although the feft hand element has

'l ärn-dörr

järn- dörrlås

.iärndörr-l-åsoch

Iwhose left hand efement has acute accentJ tras

[e) j ä r n - d ö r r, we find that (2)

acute accent? Considering the tree-diagrams of ( t ) ärn-dörrfås

(z)

and (3) are more closely related with regard to the constituent structure:

)

L

t

( L

,/\
(z) L Is) L

L ./\

"/ 
\l-

tljärn dörr -

sionofjärn-dörr. The

("railway level- crossing" J:

./\

vags o

L

I

lås

L

I

L

Irrdö
I ".tIAS järnjärn- dörr

J ä r n d ö T r - 1 å s 1s simPIY an expan

structural- similarity may be expressed in terms of dominance. In case (2J

and (3) tfre first terminaf t- [j a r nJ is dominated directly by an L that

also directÌy dominates the second terminaf I (O o r r). fn case (1J we Uo

not have thi-s close connection between the first and the second constituent,

Instead the second terminal- t- (d ö r r) is Oominated directly by an L that

only 1n its turn is directly dominated by the same L that directly domi-

nates the first t- ( j ä r n ). Only in the case where the first and the

second constituent are directly dominated by the same L will grave accent

result. This also applies to words with more complex structures which do

have this beginning of the constituent structure, e.g. r à k v a t t e n s-

fl-asketikett ( "labe} on a bottle of after-shave lotion" ),

anIarnva

(q)

SOVET

L

L L

L

(s)

L

I

jätket

L L

L./ \l
L./ \L 

I

"Jo r,,.tt"nu fl-a l ver

LLL

!l
I

I

ångsk et rn s
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Tonal accent j-n words not havlng Eompound stress
==== - =========== = === === = ===== ========== =========

The fundamental- condition for determining the tonal accent in a compound

stressed word in the Mal-mö dialect is - according to my observations -

knowledge of the accent of the first el-ement when it is not an element of

a Gompound but constitutes an independent word, This is, however, not al-

ways a sufficlent condition, which wiff become evident below. On the other

hand the tonal- accent of later elements of a compound, when they stand

isolated, seems to be irrelevant to the resulting accent of a compound

stressed. word. This discovery is by no means unique for the investigated

dialect but is generally true of Scandinavlan dialects, as far as f know.

The accent 1 and accent 2 rules in compound stressed words in the Mal-mö

dial-ect are consequently based upon knowledge of the accent conditions j-n

simple words and other words not having compound stress that may occur as

a first element of a compound. The rules governing the accentuation in

words not having compound stress in the actual dj-al-ect correspond by and

large to those applying both to Standard Swedj-sh and many other Swedish

dial-ects. Here I will- briefJ-y sketch the most important regularities. The

maj-n grave accent rul-e j-n words lacking compound stress in Swedish may be

formulated as follsws: GRAVE ACCENT OCCURS IN WOBDS CONTAINING AT LEAST

TWO VOI/I/ELS [= SYI-I-ABLES) NruO \/1/HERE THE STRESS, WH]CH IS TN THE ROOT, IS

FOUND ON THE FIRST SYLLABLE fwhat Line]"J- 19?2 c,al.Ls the "standard solutj-on";

see öhman 1966, Teleman 1969). Consequently there must always be a

syllable after the stressed syllable for grave accent to result. According

to this version it i-s irrelevant, whether the word in questlon consists

of only one root morphemer e.g. s \ ò I a ("schoof")o¡consj-sts of ROOT +

vocalic derivationaL or inflectionai- suffix, e.S. f-¿-g. + I i g (fegalJ,

ù n g + g (pf. of "young"). Acute accent is simply the accent occurring in

other cases, i.e. when a stressed syllable does not meet the grave accent
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conditions, e.g. always when the stress is on the last syllabler which

includes monosyllabic words. Among the words having þoth first and last

syllables unstressed we will find both accent types. Acute accent is found

in e.g .beïal-]-a ( "to order" ), eSéntlig ( "proper" J,

fundéra ('rto ponder"), whiLe e.u.r vanlnna ("female friend"J,

p rofetla ( "prophecy" ), pransessa ("princess") will have

grave accent. Some exceptions to the grave accent rule above are a number

of disyl-labic or polysyllabic words of foreign origin, but by no means al-l

of them. The tendency to use acute accent for this kind of words seems to be

even stronger in the Malmö dialect than in Standard Swedj-sh. A fair-sized

number of words having a disyllablc stem ending in -gr -gf o" -en with

the stress on the first syllable wifl al-so have acute accent. The words

of this category have sometimes been regarded as monosyllabic in an under-

lying phonotogical form, since the e-vowel of the second syllable is

r¡mitted in certai-n al-ternation forms. Thj-s way, they do not meet the struc-

tural- condltion for grave accent given above, but will regularly be

assigned the acute accent. A vowel insertion rule, ordered after the grave

accent rufe, then gives them their disyllabic surface form. The definite

final article and the present tense ending are interpreted as non-vocalic

in the underlying form, and cannot therefore infl-uence the tona] accent.

El-ert (rcll) presents a "modified standard sofution" (Linetl 19?2) of

the main grave accent rul-e fcrr Swedish. According to this rule grave accent

wil-l- resul-t in words, where the stressed syllable (which is in the root)

j-s fol-lowed by an unstressed syllebic inflectional or derivatlonal suffix.

The difference between the standard version and Elert's version lies in

the morphcllogical interpretation of disyllabic word stems. Whi}e accor-

ding to the standard version a woJ'd liku g-!-if-g is analysed as one

morpheme, Elert makes a division into root and stem formatÍve s k o f + a.

Consequently, disyllabic words that cannot be divided into root and stem
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formative, especially words of foreign ori_gin like p á j a s [,,clown,,J do

not meet the structural- condition for grave accent and will regularì_y

receive acute accent. Thus Elert's version does not need to regard di-
syllabic monomorphemic words as exceptions. Elert therefore interprets
grave accent as a juncture, i.e. it signals morpheme boundary (in words

not having compound stressJ, as it is - above al_l - words with a mano_

syllabic root followed by a vocalic inflectional, derivational_ or stem-

forming suffix, that are characterízed by grave accent. According to this
interpretation a monomorphemic word may have grave accent onJ_y exceptio_

nally. Grave accent presupposes two sy1lab1es and two morphemes. As a con-

sequence of Elert's interpretation certain disyllabic and polysyllabic mor-

phemes must, however, be l-exi-calJ-y marked for grave accent, where the

standard versi-on wou]d regularly have assigned them grave accent. rt is
evldent that both versj-ons of the grave accent rul-e have to count a certain
number of exceptions.

Tonal accent in ggrplgnd stressed words in the Mafmö diafect========== =========i= ======== === == = ===== === == == =:=== ====== = =

rt has been known for a J-r:ng time (Kock 1BB5J that certain south swedish,

especially Scanian dialects tend to use accent 1 in compounds to a consí-
derable extent. rn this respect they differ from most of the swedish di_a-

l-ects (including Standard Swedish), where al_most excl_usively accent 2 is
used in compound stressed words. Comparing the accent ruLes for compounds

in Scanian dj-alects proposed by Kock with those concerning the Malmö dia-
lect presented in the present study we wil1 find many points of agreement.

The tonal- accent rul-es for compound stressed words in the Mal-mö dialect
bel-ow are categorically formulated throughout, although they should pre-

ferably be regarded as strong tendencies rather than hard and fast rules.
Variation in the choice of tonal accent may oGCUr both inter- and intra-



idiolectally for certain types of compound words (g¡;. Ufafmberg 1972)'

Bu}e (i): tltORDS WITH GRAVE ACTENT trN THE FIRST ELEMENT W]LL RETAIN THIS

ACCENT INDEPENDENTLY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FOLLOWING ELEÎVENTS.

We can observe that, if the first element has grave accent befofe the com-

pounding takes place, this accent will not be shifted in a compound, inde-

pendently of the prosodi-c structure of following elements: the tonal accent

of following elements and the positlon of stress are unimportant. The only

thing that is required is presence of a second eLement. Thus we need not

have a special rul-e for these cases of compound stressed words. The correct

accent is given already by the rule assigning tonal accent - in this case

grave accent - to simple words and other words not having compound stress.

E.g ,sòmmarstu a f"summer cottage"), I i n g o n s k o g ("cow-

14

berry forest" ), ( "coffee-set" ), tìdnin sbud

(,,newspaper-boy"), v ä r d I n n e r o f J ("hostess role").

nul_e (ii): tllloRDs I,I/ITH A MONOSYLLABIC FIRST ELEMENT DIRECTLY FOLLOWED BY A

STRESSED SYLLABLE IN îHE ÊECOND ELEMENT HAVE GRAVE ACCENT.

If the first element is monosyllabic and consequently lacks grave accent, a

compound in which it occurs may have grave or acute accent depending upon

the posi-tion of stress in Jater elements. Grave accent will result, if the

second element ís monos¡,]]-abic and stressed. If the second element is di-

syllabic or polysyl-fabic with stress on the first syllable, the whole com-

pound wlll also recelve grave accent, independently of the tonal accent of

the second element. Further elements that may be added to this first com-

pound do not change these predictions. E.g .skòlsal ( "schoolroom" ),

vårblomma f"springflower"], b-àd l-r L.f svåg ("bath-house

kàffeservis

scales" ), ràkvattens ffasketikett

of after-shave lotion" ).

("Iabel- on a bottl-e
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RU]C (iii): WOBDS W]TH A MONOSYLLAB]C FIBST ELEMENT D]RECTLY FOLLOWED BY

AN UNSTRESSED SYLLAELE IN THE SECOND ELEMENT WILL FECEIVE

ACUTE ACCENT.

ff we consider a word having a monosyllabic first el-ement and the second

el-ement of the word consists of more than one sy1lab1e and at l-east the

first syllable of the second el-ement 1s unstressed, the condition for grave

accent dj-sappears, and the acute accent of the first element is retaj-ned.

This is true not only of second el-ements consisting of simpl-e words having

these characteristj-cs but al-so of second el-ements consj-stlng of derivatives

with an unstressed prefix or a stressabl-e suffix depriving the roat of the

stress or also l-exical phrase stressed compounds. It is Ímmateri-a1 how

many unstressed syJ-lables will precede the stressed syllable in the second

el-ement. E.g. g á s p e d a I ["accelerator pedal"),

( "group therapy" ), ( "brain-capaci-ty" J,

{ "l-aw proposal" J, ( "air
stewardess" J

nule (ivJ: ltoRDS trurrH A MoNosyLLl\Brc FIRST ELEMEI\T FcLLowED By A so-cALLED

''JOINING''-S WILL FIAVE ACUTE ACCENT.

A monosyltabic first eLement having a genitive-s in the junction before

the second element (a so-catled "joining"-) will bl-ock the grave accent,

independently of the posj-tion of the stress and the tonal accent of the

second el-ement, E,g. r ú m s r e n ("house-trained"),

hjärnkapacitet

Srúppterapi

dáqstidnin

l.agTors-i_ag flvqvärdinna

[ "daily newspaper" ), tíoskontrol-l- ( "time control" J.

Other first elements with acute accent wil-l al-so retain their acute

accent in compounds with a joining-s between the first and the second

element. These cases woul-d stil-l- receive acute accent by other applicable

rules; hence we do not need to treat them separately. Even if a word with a

joining-s added to the first element consists of more than two elements,
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the accent will not be altered. In a minj-mal pa irLikeriksspråk-

v å r d ("language standards in a nationaf scale") and r i k s s p,r å k s-

v å r d ("language standards of the approved dialect") the contrast-ing

words wilf both have acute accent, in spite of the difference in consti-

tuent structure illustrated befow;

L

arl \
) t,/Ir

riks språk

L

,/\L L

(r)
I

vård

Thus the presence of a joinins-g after the first efement wil-J neutralize

the accent contrast in these cases, where otherwise only (IJ would have

received acute accent (cf. rule (v) oe:-owJ.

Rule (V): WORDS tillHERE THE EECOND ELEMENT IS MOBE INTIMATELY RELATED TO

SUBSEQUENT ELEMENTS THAN TO THE FIRST, AND WHERE THE FIRSÏ

ELEI/ENT ]5 MONOSYLLABIC WILL RECEIVE ACUTE ACCENT.

A third and fast case of monosyllabic first element receiving acute accent

is the folJ-owing which is somewhat similar to case (iiiJ. If the second

element is stressed on the first syllable and j-s more intimately connected

to subsequent el-ements than to the first, the acute accent of the first

element is retained (see section'The dependence of tonaf accent Dn con-

stituent structure'above). In most cases the stress on the first sylÌable

of the second efement will be reduced and therefore words of this type will

often have a superficial- stress pattern that is similar to case (iiiJ

( "chil,dren's day home" ),

L

.bárndashem

L
I

riks(rr)
,/\,_

"oLuo=
l,u'o

E.g ycka

("airplane accident"J, s p r á k v e t e n s k a p ("Linguistj-cs").

Rule (vi): A POLYSYLLABIC FIRST ELEMENT WITH ACUTE ACCENT 0N THE FINAL

SYLLABLE WILL GIVE ACUTE ACCENT TO THE WHOLE WORD.
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First elements consisting of more than one syllable and having acute accent

before the compounding takes place will as a rule give acute accent to the

whole compound. Within this group we may discern:

fJ Final stressed first elements of a compound where, even i-f the second

element begins wlth a,stressed syllable, grave accent is blocked. Belonging

to this category may also be considered compounds, the first element of

which is a lexical phrase stressed compound. E.g . banánskaI

( "banana-skin"), siqnátoffice ( "signalling officer") ,r

hå11igánsbrud

1ákritsståns

("go-go-girl"J. Final stressed first element in

( "liquorice bar'')

compound stressed words is the only case, where presence of stress in the

post-tonic syllable - i.e. in this case the first syllable sf the second

element - is not an obstacle ts acute accent.

RUIC (vii): WORDS W]TH AN ACUTE POLYSYLLABIC FIRST ELEMENT AND NO STRÊSS

ON THE LAST SYLLABLE WILL RETAIN THIS ACCENT ]N COMPOUND

STRESSED WORDS.

If) Acute disyllabic or polysyl-lablc first elements, stressed no l-ater

than on the penultimate syllable Iincluding the inÍtial stressed onesJ

will in most cases give acute accent to compound stressed words. E.g.

bal1"), cánnabisbruk ("use of cannabi="), narkótika-

båndybotl ('ihockey

( "cadaverousmissbruk [ "drug addietion'r), kadaverlukt

smel1"].

I have chosen to classify the acute polysyllabic first elements into

the two categories described above instead of forming one category of

words with an unstressed beginning, including the final stressed ones, and

another category consisting of only the j-nitial stressed f,irst elements.

fn the investigated dialect we do not find, howeverr äfly difference

between final stressed first elements and other flrst elements having an

unstressed beginning with regard to the tonal accent of the compound. But
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there seem to be dial_ects where a final sùressed first el"ement of a com_

pound wiLl determine grave accent, while other acute first elements with
an unstressed beginning wil-1, not. Disylrabic words ending in -g]¡ _Br or

-eq form a sub-category within category II. Words with a first element from

this category must be divided into those receiving acute and those re-
cei-ving grave accent. tt is hard to decide 1n every single case exactly
what determines the resulting accent. f wiLf return to this pr.obl-em bel_ow,

There is acute accent in p Í k-e I, ¡ a n a ("cyc1e_track,,), n 6 g e {_
( "negro ghetto" J, and grave accent in h àghetto el-sku r

( "hai]-sholrer, ), fåqelskräm ( " scarecru w" )ma

E¡ggpllgll-lg ltrg-gfgyg_gqgent rul-e for compound stressed words= ====== ========== =É === ======= == === *=: -= = =:=5:r= r=== ==== ====== ==

Negative exceptions. A number of compounds can be found that meet the condi-
tj-ons for grave accent according to the grave accent ¡,ul-e for compound

stressed words and yet receive acute accent. These are exceptions to case(ii).
within this group we may find some regular sub-categories such as compound

color adjectives l-ike b I á s r å ("Þfr*-g"ey"),vítröd ( "white-red" J,

words with a monosyÌlabic numeral as the first element like t r é r u m_

m a r e ("three room fl-at"J, f é m t i d e n ("about five o,clock,,), words

with a verbal stem as first element, l-ike s í t t p f a t s l"seat,, l.

( "riding-house" ); the past participle of particle-prefix verbs

ì-ike ó m b y g g d ["rebuirt"), á v b r u t e n [,']-nterrupted"). The list
of negative exceptions to the grave accent ruÌe is not exhausted by this
brief sketch, but r consider it beyond the scope of the present study to
go further i-nto the remaining more or fess regurar exceptions.

Positive exceptions. As indicated above, the disyllablc words ending in

-SI, -gÌ, -en with a fugitive e-vowel and having stress and acute accent

on the first syllable wil-l- cause certaj-n difficulties j-n predì-ctj-ng the

ridhus
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resufting tonal accent of compound Stressed words, where such words occur

as a first element. On the one hand we find those receíving acute accent

like other words belonging to case (vii')r e'9 [ "cyc1e-cy kelbana

track" ), tíse r s k i n n f"tiger-skin"J, i.e. retaining the same tonal

accent as the simP lewordscik eland t í o e r, On the qther hand*

there exist words with grave accent¡ When they occur as a first efement of

fing ertopp ("finger-tip"J, el-sånïaa compound, e.g

["bird song"), although they have acute accent in isolationt I-i-Lg-gJ,

f å q e l. It is interesting to note that the p.lural- forms of these simple

words have the same tonal accent in the Malmö di-alect as the compound words

where they appear as a first element, 1'e' grave accent in ï1n q rar.

a r and acute accent in g-ÍH' .!-!-gg' The predicta-

bility of tonal accent in these disyllabic words ending in -er, -91' -El

as a first efement of a compound is, however, far from total. A separate

study will- be needed to give an account of the tonal accents of this group'

Anerlv.si..r of factors qoverninq the choice of tonal accent
==:=-:=:=i==================Ê===================:=======

A survey of the seven type cases is given in the following scheme indi-

cating whether the tonal accent of the first element is retained or al-

tered in the comPounded word:

Accen t of first element Acc ent of compound Accent shift?

Ii] sòmmar
( "summer" )

[laJ

sbmmarstuga
( "summer cottage" )

màtsaI
( "din1ng-room" )

gáspedal
{ "accelerator peda}" )

rúmsren
( "house-trained" )

bárndaghem
("chil-dr"n!s day home" )

banánskal
[ "banana-skin" J

bándyboll
( "hockey ba1l" J

mát

no

yes

no

no

no

I r-r-] J

( "food" )
¿gil 5

[ "g""" )

rúm
( "room" )

bárn
( "child" )

banán
( "banana" J

bándy
( "hockey" )

(:-u )

(uJ

Iul)

no

(vii) n0
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ïs it possible to flnd a common denominator for the differpnt cÊses,

where the tonal- accent of the first element is retaj_ned in the types of
compound and derivative dlscussed? It seems to be the case that lf the

syllable following the stressed syrlabr-e l_acks stress, there wilj_ be no

shlft of tonal- accent. ïhis Ís independent of whether this unstressed

syl1able is a part of thé first element as 1n s ò m m a r + stu a

bán or of the second el_ement as i-n q á s + peddy+boll
-fã .l-¡

The fact that prooerties of the ppst-tonic sy1lab1e woul_d govern the

choice of tonal accent is in agreement with the observations of Bischel
(teæ) and Haugen (rcal) concernÍng East Norwegian, If the post*tonic

syllable j-s in the first element, we need not take i¡to account properties
of the second element in order to predict the aceent of the compounded

word' This is found in case (i), where the first element has grave accent

and in case (vÍi], where it has acute accent. rn the remaining cases the

post-tonic syllable is part of the second element, which must be taken

into account in somB cases. Pre'sence of stress in the post-tonic syllable
of a compound in the actual- dialect will determine accent shift Ito grave

accent) for the compound (case (li]] with the foJ-lowing exceptions. rn the
type case, where the flrst el-ement j-s stressed on the finaf sylJ-able and

consequently acute, the stressed syllabre may be fol-r_owed by a stressed

syllable without this affecting the resul_tj.ng accent (case vi). Thus the

tonal accent of a polysyllabic first er-ement fcases ì-, vi, viiJ will not
be altered in a compound. Obvj-ously an unstressed beginning is more power-

ful- than stress in the post-tonic syllable. As is wel-l- known an unstressed

beginning wil-l have the same effect in the non-compounded words too, as in
t à 1 a ("to speak"), b e t á 1 a ("to pay"], although in this case it is
rlot a question of two stresqed syllables coming together. Besides the pho-

nological factors discussed - positÍons of unstressed and stressed sylra-
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bles and the tonaf accent of the first element - we al-so find a morpholo-

gicalfactorgoverningthechoiceoftonalaccent,theabovementioned

joining-s blocking grave accent under the condltions stated above ' Thus

afso in thÍs case the properties of the second element are of no importance'

To these factors must be added also the type of constltuent structure (case

(vJJ which evidently blocks the accent change. This case, as mentioned above,

will lose the stress in the post-tonic sytlable and is thereby often

superficially simifar to case (iii), where this syllabJ-e, however, does

not have any stress from the beginning. The question is, whether it is the

stress factor that determines the tonal- accent and not the constituent

structure typical of case [v), as has been postulated' It is doubtful'

however, whether the degree of stress in the post-tonic syllable is lower

in case (vJ, Ja r 1 å s, with its acute accent than in thern -dör

expanded case (ii), Ias , with its grave accent. For

the assumption to be true, .that it is the reduced degree of stress in the

post-tonic syllable that causes the accent to remain unchanqed in e'g'

AS itisneOessarytoshowthatthestressreduction

Jar ndörr

js rn-dö rrI

ís performed according to another rul-e or other principles than those res-

ponsible for the stress reduction in i å r n d ö r r - I å s'

In order to be able to formulate rules for assigning tonal accent in

corrpound stressed words, it j-s - as has been pointed out above - a pre-

requisite that we know the tonal- accent of the first element. Then we need

only formulate rules for the cases, when acute accent in the first compound

el-ement is altered to grave accent. First elements already possessing grave

accent (casr[iJJ, wilf afways retain this accent in the compounds and deri-

vatives discussed, Even in the above mentioned Gases (i-ii) - [viiJ, where

we have acute accent in the first element, the same accent is retained in

the compounded word. The rufe for changing the acute to the grave accent

in compound stressed words in the actual- dialect may then be formuLated:
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Rule ï: ACUTE ACCENT IS ALTEBED TO GRAVE ACCENT, U/HEN IT OCCUR$ tlr/ORD_

ÏNITTALLY TN A MONOSYLLABIC FIRST ELEI\ÆNT AND THE FECOND ELEIVENT

BEGINS ll/ITH A STRE6SED SYLLABLE AND TS D]RECTLY OQNNECTED TO ÏI-E

FIRST ELEMENT.

As a first approximati-on the rule may be formalized as follows:

Rur-e r': [- tonal] -+ [+ ronal] / lr# [+ ffiã]# i* srressl

Ïype words not meeting the structural- condition of the rul-e and therefore
passing through it with an unartered accent are the folr_owing¡ [i)
gi_¡1marstuqa (iiiJ F,É-E p.q d a L, (vi) þ a rl ,á n,s k q t,
(vii)

constrained

bándybol-l- case (ii] skòl-s is subject to the rul-e
and wil-l receíve grave accent. Case (iv) rumsren and case [v)
bárn dacJhe m incoruectly have their accent changed, as the rule is
formulated. In order to excl-ude even these cases the rule must be further

Here the possibirity ef a cycricar- rur-e application presents
itseLf.

Cyclical or non-cvclical_ rules?==================== ==== = ===== 
-

The cyclicaL rule application was introduced into phonqfogy by C/romsky-

Hall-e-Lukoff (1956) to qenerate stress degrees in compounds and phrases in
English, and has since then been used withi-n generative phonorogy by seve_

ral authors above all in order to handle prosodic phenomena in different
languages' The need for cyclical rules in prosody has been questioned in
recent years' as far as swedlsh is concerned by Elert (lsloz 115): ,!... en

cyklisk tillämpning av de prosodi-ska reglerna skul-le utgöra en oekonomisk

procedur. Den viktj-gaste anl-edningen tiJ_l detta är, enkel_t uttryckt, att
blott en mycket ringa del av den j-nformation som ligger i den syntaktiska
strukturen signaleras prosodisi<t." Al-so Lindau (lsloJ and releman (lszo)
have used non-cyclical rul-es i-n describing prosodic phenomena of Swedish.
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For the Malmö dialect we find a mere complicated situation. The possibility

of havi-ng different accents in the above mentioned examp le iärnd orr-
l- å s dependÍng upon whether it j-s meant to be'door-l-ock of iron' or

'lock for iron doors', might be regarded as an argument for the necessity

of having a cyclical rul-e application in order to generate the cnrrect

accents in the Mal-mö dial-ect. In Standard Swedish both interpretatj-ons of

the word have grave accent. The one interpretation ¡ å " n d ö r r - 1 å s

has the same structure as m à t s a I s - b o r d (expanded ease ii),

while the other interpreta tionjärn-dörr1å s corresponds to case

(uJ b á r n - d a s h e m.

' j ä r n ,d ö r r '1 å s

Besides the grave açcent rul-e in compound

stressed words we would have to assume the existence of a deaccentuation

ruJ-e saying that a stressed .syllable between two other stressed syllables

will- be deaccentuated (see TeLeman 197Q1):

RuÌe II: [+ stress] 
-) [- stress] / [+ stress] 

- 
[+ stress]

After the appllcation of the rule in all cycles only the stress of the

first and the l-ast element wi}l remain in a compound; the other efements

will be deaccentuated. If we assume furthermore that thi-s deaccentr-¡ati_on

rule is ordered before the grave accent rufe in the cycle, we wi1l have

the following derivations:

q
"N N

l ll[*[r'i ä r nN] [N[N'd ö r r*J [*'r a

[*[*'iärnN][r'oö"t

N'iärndörr'fåsrJ

N

,r å s*J¡J

t

1st çysfs
deaccentuatlon not applicabfe
grave accent applicable

2nd cycle
deaccentuation applicable
grave accent not applical:le

The resul-t for j ä r n - d ö r r I å s will be the acute accent (= stressJ,
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i.e. a retention of the accent of the first element, as the deaccentuation

wil-l remove the condition for the grave accent rul-e in the 2nd cycle, As a

result of the deaccentuation of the mid el-ement d ö r r, its grave accent

wil-l- be neutralized too, as this accent can only occur in a stressed

syl1able. Thus we can account for case IvJ too without modifying the grave

accent rul-e for 
"oroorno stressed words by tetting the rule apply cycli-

ca1ly. The correctness of giving the deaccentuation such a form that the

last el-ement will retain its stress may be questioned. rt is, hûwever, a

necessary condition for a cyclicaÌ rule applj-cation having the effect in-
tended and giving the correct tonal accent. If the rul-e j-s formulated:

Rule III: [+ stress] -) [- stress] / [.+ stress] ... 
-

which should imply that only the stress of the first element would be re-
tained, we would get an incorrect result in one of the two cases, even 1f

the order between the deaccentuation rul-e and the grave accent rule be

changed.

The expansion of case [ii) ¡ a r n d ö r r - 1 å s can be handfed with-

sut a cycÌical rule application, but the correct tonal- accent wil] resul_t

also wi-th it on the assumptions given:

[N[N[N'¡ ä r n*J [*'u o " "ru]ru] [r,r a "N N
ll

tt *'j ä r n,d ö r "*] [*'r a urJ*J
N

' j å " n ,d ö r r '1 å s

1st cycle
deaccentuation not applicable
grave accent applicabla

2nd cycle
deaccentuation applicable
grave accent not applicable

[r' j a r fl ,d ö r r '1 å s*J

The el-ement i ä r n d ö r r wil-l receive grave accent with the cyclical
rule application before the stress reduction of 4_ö r r has taken place
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Itremainstoaccountforcase[i")æ.AfsowithacycIical

rule application the accent will be shifted, which is an incorrect result'

obviously we must modify the grave accent rufe so that a monosyllabic

first efement with a joining-s wil-I not be subject to the rufe' one possi-

bility is simply to put, a condition on the rule! Y = joining-s cannot

occur between the first and second element for accent shift to take place;

Fule rV: [- tonal] -+ [+ tonal] / l,î/l* ffil v # [+ stress]

Another possibility presents itself. If we assume that the constituent

structure of r u m s r e n is the foll-owing: to[*[*"rr*J"*J Io "'noJoJ,

wa may use this information to block accent shift. The constituent struc-

ture wil-l determine the positloning of the word boundary symbols in a

construction. According ts the convention given by chomsky-Halle (tæa:366)

word boundaries will be placed as follows: "The boundaty fl is automatj--

caÌ1y inserted at the begínning and end of every string dominated try a

major category, i.e. by one of the lexical categories "noun", "verb",

,,adjective", or by a category such as "sentence", "noun phrase", "verb

phrase", which dominates a lexical- category." Thj-s would imply that

appears as follows, when word boundarj-es have been insertedr umSren

[nut witrr parentheses and ]-abel-s suppresse¿)t ll ll ll'r u m l/ " l/ ll

,r e n /l //. Between the first and the second stressed sy11arble there

r:rer three word bourrdary s;vmbols, i'*'ry more thatr in case [iiJ m a t-

L3_1, which I'as the fcllowing apFlr:larai-ìce:

[*[N'. t*J [*" ' t*]nl "rÍl ll'm a b llll 's a I lill

-Ihisdífferent]emaybeusedinthcy.u.ì-etoprer¡erltco'se[iv)

from get1;íng grar.,e acceiit. But rrow it appears tirat case (v) after alr ana-

lysis i¡rto lvor.d bourrclaries lvill also get tlrree worcl boundary symbol's

between the first and the secorld stress:

rumsren



[*[ro a r nrJ [r[*c a sN] [*r' " 'N]NlNl
or

ll ll'b a r " ll ll ll'd " s ll ll,n e n ll ll ll
The n-lmber of word boundar-ies between the,:lements, being a direct refl-ex

of the constj-tuent stru.cture, may be said to express the degree of sepa-

ration between them. Both cases (iv) arrd (v) tfrus have a higher degree of

separatj-on between the first and the second element than case (ii). If we

now set a limit - maximally two word boundaries may separate the elements -
quite correctly only case (iiJ wiff change accent:

R,;l-e v: [- tonal] -) [+ tonat] / lr*l l+ æ""] ltz l* stress]

Vúhat we expressed as a direct connection between the first anrf the secnncl

el-ement above, we may now formalize as nraximally two worrl boundaries

between the elements. It is not necessary to go vi-a word boundary s;r¡þplg

in order to expri:ss the degree of sr:paration between the :onrpouncl eleme;rts

It mety equally well be read off directly from rhe constituent diagrams,

e.g. with the aid of the nulmber of parentheses separating the elements,

although this may not be an establ-ished method in phonology. The i-mportant

thing is that there is independent grammatical- motivation for postulating

a difference in constituent structure in tlie cases discussecl. The dj_rect

connection, which we found in case (iiJ wil.r be signalled by a grave

accent fconnective functiorr), whi]-e in cases [ivJ anO {v) ttre absence of

grave accent may be regarded as expressing the absence of such a di-r,ect

conrlectj-on. But now the necessity of havlng a cyclical rule application of

the tonal accent also in case [v) wilf disappear, 'bhe only case that moti-

vated a cyclical application. f t is perfectly possible to l-et the r¡ll-e

aperate directly from left to right. Having the grave accent ri-¡le run

through every cycle wilf entail especially for long compounds complicated

deri-vations, as we are fj-rst forced to assj-gn tonal accent to every
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el-ement meeting the ccnditions, and l-ater deaccentuate every element ex-

cept the first one. The cyclical rule application obscures the feicl tlrat

only properties of the first element and in certain cases of the second

el-ement determine the tonal accent of the compounded word, which wil-l be

clearly expressed in a 
,non-cyclical 

ap¡:Lication of the grave accent rule.

Somehow we must indlcate in the rule that a monosyllabic first element

with a joining-s (case [iv)) Uoes not change the accent. Now when we are

uslng for case (ivJ tfre condition "maximaLly two word þoundaries" G{),

this will- automatically be applicable to case (v) too. Hereby we will get

a sinpler description with a non-cyclical th¿rn wibh a cyclical rule appli-

cation. This may be illustrated by comparing the earl-j.er described cycli-

cal- derivationof j ärn-dö rrl å s and j ärn dörr-lå s

with a non-cyclical- one. We assume in a non-cyclical rule appllcation

that the grave accent rule precedes the deaccentuatj-on rul-e. This later

rule may be given the form:

Rule Vf: [+ stress] j [- stress] / [+ stress] ... 
-

This rule deaccentuates all other elements than the first:

r. /*l/'j ä r " ll ll ll'aij r r ll ll'r å s ll ll lÍ
grave accent not

applicable
deacce;rrtuation

etpplicable
'j ä r n ,cl ö r r ,l å s ('Uörrlås av järn'J

TI. #l li ll'¡ ä r n #l ll'd ö r r ll ll ll't. a " ll #l
grave accent

applicable
deaccentuation

applicable('tås för järndörr')

It is hard to see anything speaking in favour of the standpoi-nt that a

cycli-cal rule application is more reasorrable than a non-cyclical. We will,

however, reach the same result with a cyclical application - if we add a

rul-e deaccentuating the last efement too - but the psychologicai- reality

'j ä r n ,d ö r r ,l- å s
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of this procedure may be questioned: Is it conceivable that you have to

account for the tonal accent of every element, when only the tonal accent

of the first element has any importance to the choice of accent in the

compound? A non-cyclical derivation will- give this information directly.

Tonal accents i-n compound stresserl words in ljtandard Swedish

It is a wel-f knnwn fact that in Standard Swedish the majority of the com-

pound stressed words wj-l-I receive grave accent, whj-ch will happen indepen-

dently of whether the elements building up the compound have acute or

grave accent in isolation. Alternatively one might express the above men-

tionecl fact by saying that those j-nitlal- el-ements of a compound havJ-ng

grave accent in isolation, will- retain thj-s accent i-n compounds, whÍLe

acute accent in corresponding cases wil-l be shifted to grave accerrt (cf.

Elert 19?1). Thus grave accent will be found in a compcrund l-j-ke t à x. i-

("taxi-driver"), where the simple words t á x i andchaufför

c h a u f f ö r each has acute accent. It is the stressed syllable of the

first compound efement. that will- begin 't.he domaj-n of the grave accent ex-

tending to the stressed syllable of the last el-ement. Exceptions to the

otherwi-se highly productive grave accent rule irr Standard Swedish are

above all lexi.cal phrase stressed compounds and certain lexicalized com-

pounds, i.e. the names of the days of the week, certain place and personal

names and yet other words like r í k s d a g ("par1iament" J, \G_LE-
s t a d ("workshop"), trädqård {"garden") etc. üertain lexical-

phrase stressetl compounds ma¡z receive grave accent, but the determininE

factor is not the same in these words as j-n compound stressed words. The

presence of another stressed syllable independently of its position in

rel-ation to the first stressed syllable can be regarded as the determi-

ning factor for the grave accent in compound stressecl words. All of the
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seven type cases would in Standard Swedish receive grave accent, whil-e

in the Malmö dial-ect only two cases wil-l have grave accent, as has been

pointed out above. Factors other than two stressed syllables are irrefe-

vant to the tonal accent of compound stressed words in Standard Swedish.

Tonal accents in compound el.ressed words in Norwegiart

According to Haugen (rcAZJ tne difficufties of farmul-ating absolute rules

for the tonal- accents in compounds in Norwegian are great. There is con-

siderable vaccj-llation both regionally, socially and j-ndividual-J-y. Haugen

notes, however, the following tendencies for the distribution sf tonal-

accent in compound stressed words in Norwegian:

1 ) A compound word with a polysyllabic first efement will have the tonal

accent of this element. Exceptions to this first rule are disyllabic first

el-ements with a facu1tative -g- in front of -!, -!, -I and al-so some

first elements consisting of prepositj-ons and adverbs. Thus these excep-

tional cases have acute accent as independent words, but their accent will-

be changed, when they occur as the first element of a compound.

2J for compounds wj-th a monosyllablc first element, the first sytlable of

the second efement - i.e. the second syllable of the word - will determine

the tonal- accent of the whole compound. The second el-ement is normally

tone-bearj-ng, i.e. it causes the accent to be changed in the compound¡ uÌ'l-

less a) it tras a weaker degree of stress, bJ it is a noun or adjective pre-

ceded by an infLected noun [:-n -g) or adjectj-ve-advern [in -t), cJ it i-s

a verb preceded by a stressed particle, or dJ it is a noun preceded by a

verb, The last three subrules have the common feature that the first ele-

ment j-s rel-atively loosely attached to the second element. The l-ack of

srave accent stresses this fact. An example of case 2c) is ú t t a I e

ainstùtta1e("to pronounce"J with the acute accent as ag ( "pronun-
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ciation" J, which is accentuated as a regular compound '

3J FinaIIy a number of compounds of foreign origin or connection are non-

tonal, i.e. they have acute accent!

The interesting thing is that the Malmö diatect exhibits a considerably

better agreement with gorwegian (East Norwegian ) ttran with gtandard Swedish

in regard to the distribution of tonaf accent in compound stressed words.

Five out of the seven type cases have the same tonaf accent in Norwegian

as in the Malmö dialect. Only case [ì-ii) and (v) wi]l not be found among

the regularities described by Haugen. The simil-arity is not confined to

five cases but is also true of certain words belonging to the subcategories

of 2J above.

EggEgr¿

The distrj-bution of tonal- accent in compound stressed words (i.e. com-

pounds and other words havi,ng the same stress pattern as compounds) in the

Mal-mö dialect has been investigated. fn most cases the tonal- accent of the

first element of a compound is di-rectly decisive of the tonal- accent of

the whol-e compound. Therefore it is important to know the distribution of

tonal accent in simple words and in other words that can appear as the

first element of a compound in order to determine the tonal- accent of the

compound. The distributj,on of tonal accent in simple words in the Malmö

dialect is in agreement with that of Standard Swedish, as it is described

by öhman 1966, Teleman 1969 or Etert 1971. The main rule for grave accent

in simple words could in one version be formufated: Accent 2 will result,

j-f there is at least one vowel- (syllable) fottowing the stressed syllable

of the word; in other cases accent 1 will appear. This rule must count a

not negligible number of exceptions, but j-t could be said to be a relati-

vely good approximation.
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The distribution of tonal accent in compound stressed words in the

Malmö dial-ect cËn be described with reference to phonological and morpho-

logical factors. The following scheme of seven type cerses accounting for

the tonal- accent in the majority of the compound stressed words and being

¡egarded as productíve rules, is based upon information about the tonal-

accent of the first compound element, the positions of the stressed sylla-

bles, presence and position r:f I'joining"-s and the constituent s'bructure:

Case [iJ: WI]RDS WITH GRAVE ACCENT TN THE FIRST ELEMENT BETA]N THTS ACCENT.

" (ii): WOBDS WITH A MONOËYLLABIC FIRST ELEMENT DIRECTLY FOLLOWED BY A

STRESSED SYLLABLE IN THE SECOND ELEMENT HAVE GRAVE ACCENT.

" (iii): t/ì/oRDS wrTH MONOSYLLABIC FIRST ELEMENT DTRECTLY FOLLOì¡ED By AN

UNSTBESSED SYLLABLE IN THE SECOND ELEMENT RECEIVE ACUTE ACCENT.

" (iv): u/oRDs wrrH A MONûsyLLABrc FTRFiT ELEMINT DTRECTLY FoLtoì^/ED By

THE SO.CALLED ''JOIN]NG''-S RECE]VE ACUI'E ACCENT.

'' [,,): WORDS WHEFIE THE SECOND ELEMENT I$ MORE INTIMATELY RELATED TO

SUBSESUENT ELEIVENTS THAN TO THE F]BST, AND ['ì/HERE THE FIRST

ELEMENT TS MONOSYLLABIC, HAVE ACUTE ACCENT.

'' (vi): WORDS WTTH FINAL STRESSED FIRST ELEMENT RECEIVE ACUTE ACCENT.

'' fviiJ: IVORDS WTTH PCILYSYLLABIC FIRSJT ELEMENT HAVING PENULTTMATE (OB

EARLIER) STNCSS AND ACUTE ACCENT RECEIVE ACUTE ACCENT.

The seven type cases are exeunpllfied in the foll-owing scheme al-so indi-

cating whether the compound has got the same tonal- accent as íts flrst

eLement:

Accent of first el-ement Accent of compound Accent shift?

(rl

(ii )

L 1r-r- J ñ
J

(

Iiu )

AS
ttgast')

rum
[ "room" )

bár'rr
( "child" )

sbmmar
( "summer" J

mát
[ "food" )

=òrmarstuga
( "summer cottage" J

màtsal-
["dining-room" )

á"pedal
"acceJerator þedal" )

s
t

no

yes

no

norumsren
( "house-trained" J

bárndaghem
( "children's day home" )

(u) ns
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Accent of first element Accent of compound Accent shift?

("1J

Ivii )

banån
( " banana" )

bándy
( "hockey" J

banánskal-
[ "banana-skln" )

bándyboLl-
( "hockey ba1l" )

no

no

With the sole exception.of case (ii) tfre compound has the same tonal- accent

as the first element. The factor determining the accent change in cerse

(ii) is the position of the stress in the second element. ff the stressed

sylJables of the second el-ement and the monqgyJlaþic first element are

closely connected, i.e. are not separated by an unstressed sylÌable (case

[iii)) or by a mr:rphological factor such as the "joining"- [case (iv)J or

by the closer connection of the second element to the third than to the

first element [case (")), there wi]-l- be an accent change (c:[. the

connective function of the grave accenttJ. If the first el-ement is poly-

syllabic its tonal- accent will be preserved (case [i), (vi) and (vii)).

Consequently we need to formulate a special ccrmpound rule only for case

[li], i.e. when acute accent is a]-tered to grave. The tonal accent of

other compound stressed words is given already by the rul-es applying to

simple words and other words appeari¡g as the first el-ement of a compound.

The rul-e shifting acute to grave accent in compound stressed words may be

formulated:

[- tonal] --) [+ tona]l / lL l# [+ ffi] l{ [+ stress]

The csnstrai-nt 'maximal-ly two word boundaries between the first and the

second element' (,1*2) will prevent case (iv) anu (vJ rrom accent shift.

According to the conventions insertinS ll given by Chomsky-Halle (lSOe)

the r.esult for these type cases woul-d be more than 2 ff between the first

and the second el-ement¡
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(r") #llll'r u*/* rllfl'r e n *t(l
=3ll

[u) llll 'b a r "llllll'd "s'llll'n "^ltlltl

' *3#t
o

Case (iiJ would however neet the cqnditlon (ll')t

(.ii) // ll'm a t ll ll's a I ll ll

=2#l
Far the grave accent rule in compound stressed words a oyclical rule

application would have been a less direct way of arriving at the correct

result than e nofl-cycllcal application; therefore 1t could be dlspeneed

with ln this connection

Comparing the compound tonal accenl, rules for the Malmö dÍalect with

those applyíng to other Scandlnavian dialects we find a consíderably

better agreement (five out of seven cases] wÍth Norwegian than with

Standard ,Swedish (only two caees), where we find grave accent 1n almost

all compound stressed words.
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